Reversal Atrial Electrical Remodeling Following Cardioversion of Long-Standing Lone Atrial Fibrillation
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Summary

Background: Atrial fibrillation (AF) itself promotes electrophysiological changes, termed “electrical remodeling”, facilitating its recurrence and maintenance. There is evidence that the remodeling process is reversible after restoration of the sinus rhythm (SR). However, the timing for the recovery of electrophysiological properties is still undefined.

Objective: The aim of this study was to assess the atrial electrical activation using P-wave signal-averaged electrocardiogram (P-SAECG) post-cardioversion of long-standing AF, focusing on the reversal remodeling process to identify the timing of the process stabilization.

Methods: Subjects with lone persistent AF, eligible for cardioversion and successfully converted to SR, were enrolled at the study. SAECG was performed immediately after reversion to SR and repeated on days seven and thirty.

Results: Of 31 subjects, nine presented early recurrence of atrial fibrillation, all of them in the first seven days post-cardioversion; 22 remained in SR for at least one month and SAECG was obtained on days seven and thirty after cardioversion. In the latter, P-wave duration progressively abated from the first to the third SAECG (P-wave duration: 185.5±41.9 ms vs 171.7±40.5 ms vs 156.7±34.9 ms, respectively, first, second and third SAECG; p<0.001 for all matches). In the frequency domain analysis, spectral turbulence was not apparent in SAECG immediately post-cardioversion, but sharply increased on day seven and remained unchanged on day thirty.

Conclusion: This study suggests that the first seven days post-cardioversion of long standing AF are critical for reversal remodeling process and arrhythmia recurrence. (Arq Bras Cardiol 2009; 93(2):XXX-XXX)
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Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) has been described as a self-perpetuating arrhythmia, which promotes electrophysiological changes in atrial tissue, facilitating its recurrence and maintenance1-4. Persistent AF usually progresses to a permanent form and the successful restoration and maintenance of sinus rhythm largely depend on arrhythmia duration, with long-standing AF being more resistant to cardioversion and more prone to recurrence5-9.

Both resistance to cardioversion and tendency of recurrence are strongly related to the development of electrophysiological substrates characterized by shortened atrial effective refractory period10-13, slow conduction in the atrial myocardium10,11,14-16 and dispersion of refractoriness14,15,17,18. These changes can be induced by both rapid atrial pacing and AF itself, and have been termed “electrical remodeling”2. The resultant electrophysiological abnormality is the presence of multiple wavelets around the atria, some of which circle back on them creating multiple reentry circuits, as proposed by Moe et al19,20 in 1962 and 1964, and later confirmed by Allessie et al21 in 1985.

In animal models, the remodeling process has been demonstrated to be reversible after restoration of the sinus rhythm, and is characterized by progressive increase in both atrial conduction velocity and refractoriness (reversal remodeling1,2,10,11,13,22). Recovery has also been demonstrated in human atria3,23-26. On the other hand, a remarkable vulnerability to recurrence during post-cardioversion period has been observed while reverse remodeling is yet incomplete23. However, the necessary time to completely restore atrial electrophysiological properties, especially the conduction velocity, is yet to be defined.

The methods employed for electrophysiological analysis are usually invasive24-26 and make consecutive analysis of the same subject difficult, generating limitations to determine the moment of complete reversal remodeling. Furthermore, little is known about the effects of antiarrhythmic drugs on the remodeling process, especially amiodarone, frequently used in order to facilitate cardioversion and maintain sinus rhythm28. The aim of this study was to assess the atrial electrical activation using P-wave signal-averaged electrocardiogram (P-SAECG) post-cardioversion of long-standing AF, focusing on the reversal remodeling process to identify the timing of the process stabilization.
activation in post-cardioversion of subjects with long-standing AF to describe the timing of reversal remodeling.

Methods

Study population
Subjects with lone persistent atrial fibrillation of >2 months duration eligible for cardioversion were included in this study. Lone AF was defined on basis of history (to exclude holiday heart syndrome), physical examination, conventional electrocardiography, chest X-ray, echocardiography, stress testing (when appropriate) and thyroid function tests. Planned exclusion criteria for the study were contraindication to anticoagulation or amiodarone, pregnancy, left atria ≥5.5 cm or age > 80 years. Additional exclusion criteria were prior use of beta-adrenergic blockers, ACE inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers and calcium antagonists. The subjects gave their written informed consent and the local Ethics Committee approved the study protocol.

Study protocol
All subjects received therapeutic anticoagulation with warfarin before cardioversion with international normalized ratio between 2.0 and 4.0 during three consecutive weeks. Thereafter, oral amiodarone, in daily doses of up to 800 mg, was initiated. If sinus rhythm was not obtained in the following 7 days, direct current electrical cardioversion was performed. If sinus rhythm was restored, a daily dose of 200 mg of amiodarone was maintained for one month. The cardioversion protocol consisted of: 1) general IV anesthesia with propofol 2 mg/kg; 2) synchronized DC monophasic sinusoidal waveform shock with anterior-apex paddle placement; 3) Starting energy delivery with 200J, ranging between 2.0 and 4.0 during three consecutive weeks. Thereafter, oral amiodarone, in daily doses of up to 800 mg, was maintained for one month. If sinus rhythm was not obtained in the following 7 days, direct current electrical cardioversion was performed. If sinus rhythm was restored, a daily dose of 200 mg of amiodarone was maintained for one month. The cardioversion protocol consisted of: 1) general IV anesthesia with propofol 2 mg/kg; 2) synchronized DC monophasic sinusoidal waveform shock with anterior-apex paddle placement; 3) Starting energy delivery with 200J, ranging until 360J, if necessary.

P-wave high-resolution electrocardiogram
P-wave signal-averaged electrocardiogram (P-SAECG) was performed immediately after reversion to sinus rhythm (first P-SAECG) and repeated on the seventh (second P-SAECG) and at the thirtieth (third P-SAECG) day after successful cardioversion. P-SAECG was recorded with a Predictor Iic System (ART Corazonix, Austin) applying a modified orthogonal montage of three bipolar leads. The X lead was standardized on the 2nd intercostal space at the right sternal border and on the left lower rib border at the hemiclavicular line to present larger and taller P-waves, as previously described. The Y lead was thus placed on 5th intercostal space at the left and the right mid axillary lines and the Z lead placed at the level of 4th intercostal space to left sternal border and its projection in the back. Positive reference electrodes were placed inferior, left and anterior, respectively to the leads X, Y and Z. The sampling frequency was set at 2.0 kHz. The fiducial point was shifted to the right and the P-wave and PR segment were exposed into the averaging window. Averaging noise was assessed within a 50ms window placed on the T-P segment. The averaging was conducted using an R-triggered technique with a correlation window of 40 ms placed on the ascending limb of P-wave and a correlation coefficient of 0.99. The threshold for the maximum final averaged noise estimate was set at 0.3 µV. One trained observer analyzed SAECG in all subjects.

Time domain and spectral turbulence analysis: After signal averaging, the onset and offset points of the analytic region were derived from time domain analysis of the P-wave vector magnitude, represented by the root-sum-square of independently filtered XYZ-leads, using a least square filter with 100 ms fitting window. The limiting points of the P-wave vector magnitude was determined by visual inspection, allowing identification of the P-wave duration and determination of the analytic region of the X-lead.

The analytic region was pre-processed to extract the first derivative and thus submitted to time-frequency mapping by short-time Fourier transform. Each data segment was limited in 16 ms, with 2 ms interval between successive segments to assure adequate time-resolution, tapered by a Blackmann-Harris window after mean removal, and zero-padded to 512 points. The boundaries of the analytic region (up to 200 ms) were placed 16 ms prior to the onset of the P-wave and on a point onto the PR segment.

Spectral turbulence was analyzed using 4 parameters previously reported in the literature: the mean (MEC) and the standard deviation (SEC) of the inter-segment spectral correlation and the mean (MET) and the standard deviation (SET) of the signal frequency edge track. The correlation between successive power-spectral estimations was calculated in the range from 0 to 300 Hz. It was studied because an absolutely uniform conduction of the electrical signal during atrial activation is expected to give perfect correlation, while the presence of high frequency components from fragmented conduction will be reflected by decay in correlation mean and increased standard deviation.

To prevent low values of correlation due to the absence of depolarization signal and/or the presence of band-limited white noise from interfering with the analysis, the ratio between the areas of low (0-30Hz) and high (>30Hz-100Hz) frequencies was employed to verify whether the region was signal or noise. Noise contamination causes spectral energy content distribution to be even between low and high frequency areas. A noisy segment was defined when the value of the noise (low-high) ratio did not reach a threshold. Due to the low energy content of the P-wave, an optimal compromise between noise overestimation and energy content assessment was achieved when noise ratio was set at 30. When the threshold was not reached, including the segments before and after the P-wave, the correlation was set at 1. The time-series generated by successive correlation values along the analytic region is thus used to extract MEC and SEC.

The frequency edge track was set to detect the frequency that limits the energy of each power-spectral estimation to 80% of the total. The parameters MET and SET correspond to the mean and the standard deviation of the time series of edge frequencies and are expressed in Hz.

It was assumed that the presence of intense fragmented electrical activity in atria would result in increased values of SEC, MET and SET and decreased values of MEC.
Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were expressed as mean ± SD and compared at follow-up segments using paired or unpaired Student-t test when appropriate. Normality of the estimated probability density function of the variables was assessed by standard skewness tests to validate the tests for mean comparisons. All variables demonstrated appropriate adjustment to normal distribution. MEC and SEC were multiplied by 100 before analysis. The correlation of the variables between follow-up segments was calculated by Pearson’s coefficient and tested using ANOVA applied to the correlation. Discrete variables were reported as ratio or percentage and analyzed by either Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test, when appropriate. P values <0.05 were considered significant.

Discussion

In the present study, only subjects with lone AF were enrolled. The term “lone AF” describes this arrhythmia in the absence of demonstrable underlying cardiac disease. Most studies about electrical atrial remodeling in humans have assessed subjects with and without overt cardiovascular disease. Although micro structural atrial changes have been observed in lone AF, gross and ultra-structural anatomic changes due to underlying cardiac disease, such as fibrosis, may persist indefinitely, despite the restoration to sinus rhythm and may be responsible for persistent electrophysiological abnormalities. Therefore, we believe that a lone-AF model would be more representative of the electrophysiological changes process due to the electrical remodeling phenomenon.

Long standing AF is more resistant to cardioversion and more likely to recur. In this scenario, amiodarone has been shown to be more effective than other antiarrhythmic drugs for the maintenance of sinus rhythm. In subjects with AF lasting longer than 3 months, previous use of amiodarone before cardioversion increases the likelihood of restoration to sinus rhythm and prevention of early recurrence of the arrhythmia. Although it may be reasonable to accept that amiodarone promotes changes in the electrophysiological properties during atrial activation, our subjects were assessed under the use of the drug, because this approach is already usual in clinical practice. However, in order to minimize inter-individual variation, we attempted to standardize the amiodarone dose according to body weight.

In previous studies, we demonstrated that spectral turbulence of the P-SAE CG identifies subjects at risk of either

---

**Table 1 - Clinical Characteristics of the subjects in groups I and II**:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group (n)</th>
<th>I (9)</th>
<th>II (22)</th>
<th>p**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender M/F</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>12/10</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>62.5±6.9</td>
<td>55.5±14.3</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of AF (months)</td>
<td>9.9±6.4</td>
<td>4.9±2.8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest energy per shock (Joules)</td>
<td>304.4±65.4</td>
<td>240.0±50.3</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left atrium (mm)</td>
<td>41.1±14.5</td>
<td>41.3±4.7</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejection fraction (%)</td>
<td>61.0±6.3</td>
<td>64.6±8.5</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* means SD. ** p value between groups I and II.
early or frequent recurrence of atrial fibrillation after successful electrical cardioversion and evolution to the permanent form of the arrhythmia\textsuperscript{33,34}. Other studies have demonstrated a strong correlation between fractionated endocardial electrograms and AF episodes\textsuperscript{33,34}. Fragmented ventricular activation detected by endocardial electrograms has been already correlated with low-amplitude and high-frequency signals detected on body surface SAECG\textsuperscript{35,36}. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the spectral turbulence of the surface P-SAECG reflects the presence of potential fragmented intracavitary atrial activation.

In the present study, the P-wave duration progressively abates during the first month after sinus rhythm restoration, which parallels spectral turbulence development. During the first week in sinus rhythm, intense spectral turbulence in atrial electrical activity progressively supervenes, suggesting that early recovery of atrial activation is characterized by non-uniform anisotropic conduction, which remains unchanged until the end of the first month. It is noteworthy that, in our population, spectral turbulence, starting during the first seven days in sinus rhythm, was mostly concentrated in the terminal portion (second half, Figure 2) of the P-wave. The temporal relationship of the high-frequency content detected on the P-wave in the present study is in accordance, at least in part, with the high-frequency fragmentation registered in left atrium during atrial fibrillation by Kalifa et al\textsuperscript{33}.

On the other hand, in the present study, all recurrences occurred in the first week after sinus rhythm restoration. Previous studies using implantable devices for monitoring subjects submitted to electrical cardioversion of atrial fibrillation have demonstrated recurrence rates over 50%, especially in the first week. Tieleman et al\textsuperscript{37} followed 61 subjects (average of seven months in atrial fibrillation) by transtelephonic monitoring after restoration of sinus rhythm and observed that 22 (36%) recurred as early as five days after successful cardioversion, following progressive and substantial reduction in daily episodes of recurrence. In subjects with mid to long-term atrial fibrillation, the first week that follows conversion to sinus rhythm is characterized by marked vulnerability to arrhythmia recurrence. Vulnerability has been, at least in part, attributed to the reversal of atrial electrical remodeling\textsuperscript{24,38}.

P-SAECG vector magnitude duration has been accepted as an index of intra-atrial conduction velocity\textsuperscript{23,31,39} and a marker of atrial fibrillation\textsuperscript{40}. Sato et al\textsuperscript{41} did not observe significant P-wave duration changes from one hour to 24h after successful cardioversion of long term atrial fibrillation. Yu et al\textsuperscript{41} reported that P-wave duration and both inter and intra-atrial conduction times were longer in subjects with atrial fibrillation than controls; however, no reduction in conduction times were observed from immediately after to the following four days post sinus rhythm restoration. Guo et al\textsuperscript{42} prospectively analyzed 60 patients with persistent AF submitted to successful electrical cardioversion and followed with serial SAECG carried out immediately after and seven 7, 30 90 and 180 days after sinus rhythm restoration. The authors found out that in patients who remained in sinus rhythm during follow-up, the filtered P-wave SAECG duration was both shorter and showed faster P-wave shortening than in those who eventually recurred. In contrast to Guo et al\textsuperscript{42}, who observed reduction in P-wave SAECG duration after the first week after sinus rhythm restoration, in our study, the reduction in P-wave SAECG duration was more remarkable during the first week. These differences could be explained by different population arrhythmia profiles.
Whereas in our study, all patients had lone AF and use of anti-arrhythmic drugs was uniform and controlled, in Guo et al\textsuperscript{41} study most patients had structural cardiomyopathy and were taking different anti-arrhythmic drugs. On the other hand, Chalfoun et al\textsuperscript{42} followed 60 subjects with persistent AF who underwent successful electrical cardioversion during 30 days. They observed no significant differences in P-wave SAECG duration immediately after cardioversion between those who remained in sinus rhythm (22 patients, 37\%) and those who recurred in the follow-up period. A significant reduction in P-wave SAECG duration between 30 days and immediately after sinus restoration was reported in those who remained in sinus rhythm. However, Chalfoun et al\textsuperscript{42} found that left atrial size at the beginning of the study directly correlated to P-wave SAECG duration immediately after sinus rhythm restoration only among those who were in sinus rhythm. In Yu et al\textsuperscript{3} study, although not statistically significant, average P-wave duration did reduce from 144 ms to 138 ms. Raitt et al\textsuperscript{24} demonstrated a significant reduction in P-wave duration in subjects with atrial fibrillation lasting more than 12 months when compared to both immediate post-cardioversion and seven days afterwards. Healey et al\textsuperscript{43} detected a significant P-wave shortening from immediately after to three days post successful reversion of atrial fibrillation. It is noteworthy that in several studies\textsuperscript{3,24,39} no significant lengthening of conduction time in the lateral wall of the left atrium was observed during atrial fibrillation episodes, opposite to inter-atrial conduction time (between the right atrium lateral wall and a distal electrode far in the coronary sinus), which significantly lengthens during atrial fibrillation and progressively reduces after restoration of the sinus rhythm.

Shortening of the atrial refractory period following establishment of atrial fibrillation and further lengthening after sinus rhythm restoration has already been demonstrated in humans as well as in animal models\textsuperscript{2-5,10-13,23-25}. However, after long standing atrial fibrillation conversion to sinus rhythm, both lengthening and rate-adaptation of refractory period shows non-uniform time-dependent recovery in the atria, having been observed earlier on the right (hours) than...
on the left atrium (days) thus, predisposing to dispersion of atrial refractoriness. In our study, the analysis of the atrial activation by P-SAECG demonstrated progressive increase in the spectral turbulence after cardioversion, most remarkably observed after seven days of sinus rhythm restoration. As the first week after sinus rhythm recovery coincides with: 1) lengthening of the refractory period and increased conduction velocity, 2) Increased intra-atrial dispersion of refractoriness, and 3) higher rates of atrial fibrillation recurrence, we hypothesized that the increase in the velocity conduction in contrast with the non-homogeneous lengthening of the refractory period provides conditions for non-uniform anisotropism and development of functional barriers in atrial conduction. These changes are the rationale for the progressive increase in spectral turbulence observed in P-SAECG.

Limitations
In our population, six patients (16%) were excluded due to unsuccessful electrical cardioversion. The lack of a biphasic electrical cardioverter may have contributed to the present rate of unsuccessful cardioversions. Evidence from intracavitary mapping studies comparing the presence of intra-atrial high-frequency fragmentation regions with signal averaged surface ECG high-frequency content is still lacking. The authors speculate that the sources of high frequency content detected on P-wave SAECG may be in parallel with fragmented atrial endocardial activity, although invasive studies to support this theory in atria are still needed.

Conclusion
After restoration of the sinus rhythm in subjects with long-standing atrial fibrillation, there is a progressive shortening of the P duration observed during the first month, especially in the first week, paralleled by the accentuation of high frequency electrical activity on the seventh day, which remains unchanged until the thirtieth day. The intrinsic mechanisms responsible for the present findings await elucidation.
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